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ABSTRACT

Two G-quadruplex forming sequences, 50-TGGGAG
and the 17-mer sequence T30177, which exhibit
anti-HIV-1 activity on cell lines, were modified
using either locked nucleic acids (LNA) or via
insertions of (R)-1-O-(pyren-1-ylmethyl)glycerol
(intercalating nucleic acid, INA) or (R)-1-O-[4-
(1-pyrenylethynyl)phenylmethyl]glycerol (twisted
intercalating nucleic acid, TINA). Incorporation of
LNA or INA/TINA monomers provide as much as
8-fold improvement of anti-HIV-1 activity. We dem-
onstrate for the first time a detailed analysis of the
effect the incorporation of INA/TINA monomers in
quadruplex forming oligonucleotides (QFOs) and
the effect of LNA monomers in the context of bio-
logically active QFOs. In addition, recent literature
reports and our own studies on the gel retardation
of the phosphodiester analogue of T30177 led
to the conclusion that this sequence forms a
parallel, dimeric G-quadruplex. Introduction of
the 50-phosphate inhibits dimerisation of this
G-quadruplex as a result of negative charge–
charge repulsion. Contrary to that, we found that
attachment of the 50-O-DMT-group produced a
more active 17-mer sequence that showed signs
of aggregation—forming multimeric G-quadruplex
species in solution. Many of the antiviral QFOs in
the present study formed more thermally stable
G-quadruplexes and also high-order G-quadruplex
structures which might be responsible for the
increased antiviral activity observed.

INTRODUCTION

G-quadruplex structures built of stacked guanine tetrads
(Figure 1A) are exciting compounds for therapeutic
strategies (1–3), since their existence in vivo may play an
important role in controlling gene expression via recogni-
tion of these structures by proteins (4–7). For this reason,
structural studies of G-quadruplex motifs are one of the
ongoing tasks in nucleic acid chemical biology. Chemical
modification of G-quadruplexes may lead to stabilization,
rearrangement or total demolition of the guanosine
assemblies. There have been a number of reports in
which chemical modification of DNA monomers
resulted in structural alterations and thus different bio-
logical activity of G-quadruplexes (8–11).

As a target we chose two G-rich sequences,
50-TGGGAG and T30177, which are known inhibitors
of human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) replica-
tion in culture (12–14). The 6-mer sequence, also known as
Hotoda’s sequence, forms a tetramolecular parallel
G-quadruplex (Figure 1C). It has been shown that attach-
ment of aromatic substituents at the 50-end resulted in
enhancement of anti-HIV-1 activity (15–17). Alterations
in the structure [shortness of the sequence, substitution of
dG to dT (15–17) or to 8-aza-3-deaza-20-deoxyguanosine
(18)] which induce destabilization of the G-quadruplex
structure have resulted in a drop in activity. The 17-mer
sequence, T30177 (Zintevir, Figure 1D) has been exten-
sively studied due to observed high inhibition of HIV-1
integrase (19–21). It has been proven that interaction
of both 50-TGGGAG and T30177 with the V3 loop of
the envelope viral glycoprotein gp120 and, subsequent
interference of a virus-to-cell transmission was a mech-
anism of action in a cell culture (12–14). We propose
that both sequences can be used for biological
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evaluation of modified nucleic acid monomers in the
G-quadruplexes.

Locked nucleic acids (LNA) is a class of oligonucleotide
analogues containing one or more conformationally
locked nucleotide monomers with a 20-O,40-C-methylene
linkage (Figure 1B). The LNA sugar is locked in the
N-type conformation, which is also the preferred conform-
ation for ribonucleotides and can thus be considered as an
RNA mimic (22–24). Moreover, LNA guanosines are in-
compatible with a syn conformation for the � angle due to
steric clashes between N3 and the protruding H30. During
anti-parallel quadruplex formation the guanosines alter-
nate between anti and syn conformation, thus substitution
of positions corresponding to syn by G-LNA should
prevent its assembly into the anti-parallel conformation.
Indeed, structural studies of some quadruplexes showed
that substitution of nucleotides by LNA residues led to
formation of G-quadruplexes with different folding
topology (25,26), and different biological activity of
thrombin binding aptamer, TBA (27–29) that was not ne-
cessarily correlated with thermal stability of
G-quadruplexes (29). When LNA monomers were built
into tetrameric parallel quadruplexes, which only have
G-LNA in the anti conformation, the quadruplexes
were stabilized (30,31). It has been shown that
tetramolecular LNA-G-quadruplexes formed from rela-
tively short TGGGT sequence have kinetic properties fa-
vouring quadruplex formation in comparison with
DNA-G-quadruplexes [slower dissociation and faster as-
sociation (32)].

Bulge insertions of (R)-1-O-(pyren-1-ylmethyl)glycerol
(monomer P, Figure 1B) into oligodeoxynucleotides
(ONs) (intercalating nucleic acids, INA) induced increased
affinity for complementary ssDNA, but reduced affinity
for an identical sequence of ssRNA (33). Twisted
intercalating nucleic acids (TINA) are composed of
bulged insertions of (R)-1-O-[4-(1-pyrenylethynyl)-
phenylmethyl]glycerol (monomer X, Figure 1B) into the
middle of ONs. TINA has shown extraordinary high
thermal stability for Hoogsteen-type, parallel triplexes
and excellent discrimination between double-stranded
DNA and single-stranded nucleic acids (34). Recently,
we have shown that TINA insertion into G-rich sequences
can be used to stabilize G-quadruplexes [TINA monomer
on the top or the bottom of the G-quadruplex structures
(35)]. Conversely, when TINA monomer was placed
between adjacent guanines, G-quadruplex structures
were destabilized (36,37). Therefore, we assume that
both LNA as a nucleotide substituent and TINA/INA
monomers as intercalating/aromatic residues represent
valuable molecules for modulation of G-quadruplex
folding topology. However, limited data is available
about the impact of these monomers on the topology
and biological activity of G-quadruplexes, which is vital
for further exploration of chemically modified
G-quadruplexes as potential pharmaceuticals.
Here, for the first time, we provide a detailed systematic

study of incorporation of three different modifications
LNA, INA and TINA (Figure 1B) in both terminal and
internal positions of G-quadruplexes 50-TGGGAG
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Figure 1. (A) The G-quartet, represented by four guanine residues. Hydrogen bonds are in dashed lines. (B) Structure of LNA with torsion angles
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(15–17) and T30177 (38,39) and the effect on anti-HIV-1
activity. We found quadruplex forming oligonucleotides
(QFOs) that were ca. 6–10 times more active than the
wild-type quadruplex structures. To assess the topology
and thermal stability of the formed G-quadruplexes we
used circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy and we used
native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis to evaluate the
molecularity of complexes formed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Oligonucleotide synthesis

Incorporation of LNA and INA monomers into ONs was
performed on a 0.2 mmol scale and was followed by puri-
fication of the ONs without the final deprotection of the
4,40-dimethoxytrityl group (DMT-on ONs) by HPLC on
Waters XterraTM MS C18 column as described earlier
(23,33). TINA containing ONs were obtained via
postsynthetic Sonogashira solid-phase coupling reaction
(34). Double treatment with Sonogashira reaction-mixture
[1-ethynylpyrene (22.5mM), Pd(PPh3)4 (7.5mM), CuI
(7.5mM), dry dimethylformamide (DMF)/Et3N (3.5/1.5,
500ml), 3 h] was applied for CPG-bound ONs containing
insertions of (R)-1-O-(4-iodophenylmethyl)glycerol
followed by purification procedure as described earlier
(34). ONs after HPLC-purification were obtained as
ammonium salts. The 50-O-DMT group of ON4, ON7–
ON17 was cleaved by 80% aq. AcOH (100 mL) followed
by dilution with 50mM NH4HCO3 (1ml) and repurifica-
tion on RP-HPLC. ONs 16–18 were resynthesised for the
gel electrophoresis and CD analysis by Pentabase Aps
(Søndersø, Denmark). Incorporation of the 50-phosphate
group was performed by solid-phase DNA automated
synthesis using chemical phosphorylation reagent
purchased from Glen research. For convenience in the
text of the manuscript and on the pictures of native gels
ONs possessing 50-O-DMT group were labelled as ON+

�

and DMT-off oligonucleotides as ON��. MALDI-TOF
analysis was performed on a Voyager Elite
Biospectrometry Research Station from PerSeptive
Biosystems. All DMT-off oligonucleotides gave satisfac-
tory composition (see Supplementary Data, Table S1)
with purity over 90% that was verified by denaturing

20% PAGE (7M urea, samples were incubated for 10min
at 95�C prior to loading) and/or analytical ion-exchange
chromatography using LaChrom system from Merck
Hitachi on GenPak-Fax column (Waters) and basic
buffer (gradient of 2M aq. NaCl in 0.01M aq. NaOH,
pH 12), which was used to disrupt secondary structures
of ONs. Oligonucleotide concentrations were determined
by absorbance at 260 nm and the calculated single-strand
extinction coefficients were based on a nearest neighbour
model (the extinction coefficient for P and X monomers is
22 400 at 260 nm).

Viruses and cells

The inhibitory activity against HIV-1 infection was
evaluated using MT-4 cells (40) as target cells and the
HIV-1 strain HTLV-IIIB (41) as infectious virus. The
virus was propagated in H9 (40) cells at 37�C, 5% CO2

using Roswell Park Memorial Institute medium (RPMI)
1640 with 10% heat-inactivated fetal calf serum (FCS) and
antibiotics (growth medium). Culture supernatant was
filtered (0.45 nm), aliquoted, and stored at �80�C until
use. HIV-1 strain was obtained from the NIH AIDS
Research and Reference Program.

Inhibition of HIV-1 replication

G-quadruplexes were examined for possible antiviral
activity against HIV-1 using MT-4 cells as target cells.
Before addition of the test dilutions of compounds
cultures were preincubated for 30min. Subsequently,
MT-4 cells were incubated with virus (0.005 multiplicity
of infection, MOI) and growth medium containing the test
dilutions of ONs for six days in parallel with virus-infected
and uninfected control cultures without compounds
added. Expression of HIV in the cultures was indirectly
quantified using the (3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-
diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) assay (42).
Compounds that mediated less than 50% reduction of
HIV expression at 1.0 mM were considered to be without
biological activity. ONs were tested in parallel for cyto-
toxic effect in uninfected MT-4 culture containing the test
dilutions of oligonucleotides as described above.

CD analysis

CD spectra were measured on a Chirascan spectropo-
larimeter from Applied Photophysics in 1.0 cm (6-mer se-
quences) or 0.1 cm (17-mer sequences) path length
cuvettes. The spectra were recorded as an average of
three scans with 0.25 s per point, at 1.0 nm bandwidth,
at 20�C and normalized by subtraction of the background
scan with the buffer. The molar ellipticity was calculated
from the equation [y]=100y/cl, where y is a relative in-
tensity, c is the concentration of an oligonucleotide and l is
the path length of the cell in centimeters using software
provided by Applied Photophysics. The CD measure-
ments were performed at concentration of 6.7mM (6-mer
sequences) or 10 mM (17-mer sequences) in the 10mM
Na-phosphate buffer containing 135mM NaCl and
5mM KCl, pH 7.0. Samples were heated at 95�C for
5min then slowly cooled down and left overnight at
room temperature. CD melting experiments were per-
formed on the same samples recording a spectrum in the
range of 220–350 nm for unmodified and LNA containing
ONs or in the range of 220–400 nm for INA/TINA ONs
using a stepped ramping of 5.0�C from 20�C to 90�C and
equilibration time of 300 s. The spectra were normalized
by subtraction of the background scan of the buffer. In
several cases the melting and annealing profiles were not
superimposable, which means that dissociation/associ-
ation processes were not in thermodynamic equilibrium.
Partial deprotection of the 50-O-DMT group can also
occur at elevated temperatures and may result in
irreproducibility of melting experiments (43). We
indicated melting temperatures obtained in our experi-
ments as T1/2 to distinguish thermodynamic melting tem-
peratures, which are usually indicated as Tm, from
non-thermodynamic values.
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Gel electrophoresis

Non-denaturing gel electrophoresis experiments were per-
formed on a 20 cm� 20 cm (0.5mm thickness) 20% poly-
acrylamide (19:1 acrylamide:bisacrylamide ratio) gel in the
RPMI 1640 buffer, which was also used for the running
buffer (5.3mM KCl, 100mM NaCl, 25mM HEPES,
6.7mM NaH2PO4, 0.4mM MgSO4, 1mM CaNO3,
23.8mM NaHCO3, 10mM glucose, pH 7.5 at 37�C).
Gels were run for 4–4.5 h at 16W (for two gels) at 37�C.
ONs were heated for 5min at 90�C, then slowly cooled
and left overnight at 37�C, 6-mer sequences at a concen-
tration of 200 mM and 17-mer sequences at a concentra-
tion 100 mM (10 ml solutions) in RPMI 1640 buffer. Prior
to loading on the gel to each sample had 2 ml 40%
glycerol/dye mix added which was also kept at 37�C.
After running gels were stained with Stains-all� and de-
stained in H2O. ONs were also assessed in the native gels
composed of 1�TBE buffer (pH 8.4) supplemented with
150mM KCl (6-mer sequences) or 10mM KCl (17-mer
sequences), which were run at temperature indicated for
each gel (see Supplementary Data).

RESULTS

We synthesized ONs containing LNA and INA/TINA
monomers on a DNA synthesizer as 50-O-(4,40-
dimethoxytrityl)-on (50-O-DMT-on) compounds. As refer-
ence compounds, the previously investigated unmodified
G-rich sequences, 50-DMT-on and off ON1 and ON7 were
used (Table 1). ONs were checked in parallel for cytotoxic

effect in uninfected MT-4 culture and 50% cytotoxic con-
centration for ON1 and ON7 was found to be over 10 mM,
which is in agreement with previous studies (12–17). All
the ONs from our work showed similar or lower cytotox-
icity than ON1 and ON7 when evaluating the viability of
the cells at 1.0 mM ON concentration (data not shown).

Hotoda’s sequence

The ON forming a parallel tetrameric G-quadruplex, 50-T
GGGAG (Figure 1C), was modified by LNA guanosines
(G-LNAs). It has been proposed that the most stable
parallel quadruplex is obtained when substituting every
guanosine to the LNA analogue except the 50-terminal
one (31). The glycosidic angle of the guanosine at the
50-termini is very close to the syn domain for a closely
related sequence (31). Based on this we synthesized ON2
substituting each dG with G-LNA except for the
50-terminal one (Table 1) and enhancement of the
anti-HIV-1 inhibition efficiency of 10% for ON1 to 65%
for ON2 was observed at 1.0mM. Substitution of dA and
the next-neighbouring dG in the structure of quadruplex
ON1 by G-LNAs resulted in a higher activity for ON3
(84%) than for ON2 (65%). In Figure 2, it is apparent
that complexes formed by ON2 and ON3 are composed of
four strands and migrate comparable to ON1 in between
the 30- and 40-mer components of the ladder. The
DMT-group is responsible for the slightly slower migra-
tion of these complexes as it might be expected for the
G-quadruplex composed of four 6-mer QFOs
(6� 4=24-mer). G-quadruplex ON3 had negligible

Table 1. Oligonucleotides synthesized and their anti-HIV inhibition efficiency at 1.0 mMa

Name Sequence DMT on (%) DMT off (%)

ON1 50- TGG GAG 10±3 –b

ON2 50- TGGLGLA GL 65±5 –

ON3 50- TGGLGGLG 84±8 –
ON4 50- PTGG GAG – 0
ON5 50- TPGGLGGLG 2 –
ON6 50- TXGG GAG 75±6 –
ON7 50- GTG GTG GGT GGG TGG GT 28±2 10
ON7p 50- p-GTG GTG GGT GGG TGG GT – –
ON8 50- GTG G

LTG GG
LT GGG

L TGG G
LT 84±9 25

ON9 50- GTGL GTG G
LGT GG

LG TGG
L GT 16 19

ON10 50- GTG GTPG GGT GGG TGG GT 77±7 25
ON11 50- GTG GTPG GGT GGG TPGG GT 76±9 5
ON12 50- GTG GTG GGT GGG TPGG GT 61±7 18
ON13 50- GTG GTG GPGT GGG TGG GT 72±10 3
ON14 50- GTG GTG GGT GGPG TGG GT 75±2% 15
ON15 50- GTG GTG GGTP GGG TGG GT 100±8c 4
ON16 50- PGTG GTG GGTP GGG TGG GT – 90±6
ON17 50- PGTG GTG GGT GGG TGG GTP – 89±12
ON18 50- GTG GTPG GPGT GGG TPGG GT 0 –
ON19 50- GTG GLTPG GPGLT GGGL TPGG GLT 0 –

ON20 50- GTG G
LTPG GG

LT GGG
L TPGG G

LT 0 –

ON21 50- GLTG G
LTPG GG

LT GGG
L TPGG G

LT 0 –

ON22 50- GLTGG TPG GPGT GGG TPGG GTL 16 –

ON23 50- GLTGG TPG GGT GGG TPGG GTL 63±4 –
ON24 50- GLTGG TG GGT GGG TGG GTL 0 –
ON25 50- GTG GTXG GGT GGG TXGG GT 87±8 -
ON26 50- GTG GTXG GXGT GGG TXGG GT 78±8 -

a
P represents INA monomer, X represents TINA monomer, GL and T

L represents LNA corresponding monomers, p represents phosphate group.
bThe test was not performed.
cNo effect was observed at 0.1 mM.
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changes in CD spectra even after prolonged incubation at
90�C for 30min which suggest very high thermal stability
(>90�C, Supplementary Figures S1 and S2). The native
complex ON1 had a T1/2 value of 55.0�C while a T1/2

value for ON2 was 75�C. CD profiles of ON1–ON3
(Figure 3) are characteristic for a parallel G-quadruplex
structure (maxima at 265 nm and minima at 235–240 nm)
(15,44). Another interesting finding is that the unmodified
sequence ON1 has one more slowly migrating band on the
gel above dT50. This band is seen more clearly on the
native 20% PAGE which was run in 1�TBE buffer at
4�C (see Supplementary Figure SI). This is an indication
of a G-quadruplex formation that is presumably
composed of eight strands when at relatively high oligo-
nucleotide concentration (150–200 mM, see discussion for
17-mer sequences below).
Earlier reports on the 50-modified 50-TGGGAG

assemblies (15–17) prompted our studies on
G-quadruplexes possessing insertions of pyrene bearing
moieties, INA (P) and TINA (X). Insertion of the INA
moiety into Hotoda’s sequence resulted in inactive com-
pounds. From native PAGE (Figure 2) we concluded that
the totally inactive species (ON4 and ON5) failed to
produce tetrameric G-quadruplex structures. Instead,
both these complexes migrated similar to dT15, which is
an indication of formation of duplexes. It is important to
mention that the CD spectrum of ON5 might lead to the
erroneous conclusion that parallel G-quadruplex was
formed, because of its similarity with CD spectra of
ON1–ON3 (Figure 3). Contrary to this, the CD profile
of ON4 was drastically different from a standard
parallel G-quadruplex profile showing a positive band at
255 nm and negative bands at 235 and 282 nm. Therefore,
we can conclude that INA monomer cannot mimic the
50-O-DMT group in the Hotoda’s sequence despite the
large pyrene moiety present in the structure of INA. It is
interesting to note the conversion from a very active LNA
based G-quadruplex ON3 to totally inactive compound
ON5 upon insertion of INA monomer on the top of the

G-quartets’ stack. TINA-containing ON6 exists in an
equilibrium involving several species, which led to the
smear between dT20–dT50 of the ladder on native PAGE
(Figure 2) and caused the undefined T1/2 value from its
CD melting (Supplementary Figure S2). The CD spectrum
of ON6 indicated the presence of parallel G-quadruplexes
in the mixture.

The dissociation and reassociation of the tetrameric
G-quadruplexes were followed by CD spectroscopy, re-
cording a change in molar ellipticity at 265 nm with
respect to change in temperature (Supplementary Figure
S2). All the complexes show hysteresis between melting
and annealing profiles; however, LNA and TINA contain-
ing active G-quadruplexes are formed considerably faster
than ON1 at the temperature ramp used in these experi-
ments (see details in Experimental section).

T30177 sequence and its alterations using LNA,
INA/TINA

We used the non-thioated analogue of T30177 (d(G*TGG
TGGGTGGGTGGG*T, * represents phosphothioate
internucleosidic linkage) and we observed that introduc-
tion of the 50-O-DMT group in the unmodified sequence
ON7 led to increased inhibition efficiency despite the fact
that T1/2 values were very similar for DMT-on and
DMT-off sequences, 58�C and 60�C, respectively
(Supplementary Figures S4 and S5). For the sequences
containing a lipophilic moiety at the 50-end a smeared
band was observed, migrating above dT40 in the native
PAGE as observed for DMT-on ON7 (ON7+,
Figure 5B), while DMT-off ON7 (ON7�, Figure 5B)
had a retardation similar to the 30-mer component of
the ladder. This indicates that under these conditions
ON7- does indeed exist as a dimer, which is in agreement
with the results of electrospray ionization mass-
spectrometry (ESI-MS) (45,46), and attachment of the
DMT group led to the formation of multimeric species,
presumably a mixture of tri- and tetrameric structures.
Analysing earlier reports on T30177 and its phospho-
diester analogue in which native PAGEs were performed
(38,47) we suspected that enzymatic 50-phosphorylation
led to the formation of a G-quadruplex that migrates at
a similar rate to dTBA on the native gel, which in turn led
to the conclusion that sequence T30177 is a unimolecular
G-quadruplex. To test this theory we synthesized the
phosphorylated oligomer ON7p by chemical addition of
a phosphate group at the 50-end. As shown in Figure 5D
the mobility of ON7� and ON7p was significantly differ-
ent in the native gel. The band of ON7p migrated similar
to dT20, thus confirming that 50-phosphorylation prevents
dimerisation of the phosphodiester analogue of T30177,
perhaps due to the negative charge–charge repulsion. The
CD spectra of ON7p and ON7+ confirm the formation of
a parallel G-quadruplex for both QFOs (Supplementary
Figure S3). In our case dTBA had significantly lower
mobility on the gel (between dT10 and dT15) in compari-
son with ON7 or ON7p (Figure 5D and Supplementary
Figure S6). It should be noted that dTBA sequence was
not phosphorylated at the 50-position and our sequences
did not possess internucleosidic phosphothioate linkages.

Figure 2. Nondenaturing 20% polyacrylamide gel, RPMI 1640 buffer
(also used for the running buffer) run at 37�C. 50-O-DMT-on com-
pounds are marked as +, DMT-off as �. DNA ladder is composed
of oligothymidylates of different length as indicated on the picture.
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This might explain the difference in the mobility of ON7p
and dTBA in our gels in comparison with earlier reports
(38,47).

50-O-DMT-on sequence ON8 possessing four G-LNAs
instead of dGs showed almost three times higher
anti-HIV-1 activity (84%) in comparison with DMT-on
ON7 (28%). To our astonishment this sequence had
marginal changes in the intensity of CD signals during
temperature increase from 20�C to 90�C and an overall
parallel stranded topology (+ve ellipticity at 263 nm and
�ve ellipticity at 242 nm) was remained even at elevated
temperatures (Supplementary Figures S4 and S5).
Another remarkable observation is that ON8+ had a sig-
nificantly slower movement in the gel and migrated as a
mixture of several bands above dT40 (Figure 5A).
Formation of a band with retardation similar to dT20

was observed only after cleavage of the DMT-group
(ON8�), which was also accompanied with the loss of

antiviral activity (25% versus 84% for ON8+).
Interestingly, another LNA-containing sequence ON9,
with different position for the LNA modifications, both
as DMT-on and off, did not exhibit high inhibition effi-
ciency and migrated on the gel between the 25- and 30-mer
components of the ladder showing a T1/2 value of 72�C.
INA monomer (P) was inserted in different positions in

the 17-mer sequence (ON10–ON18). Generally, with the
exception of sequence ON18 possessing three INA
moieties, more active compounds with inhibition effi-
ciency of 61–100% were obtained by insertion of INA in
comparison with ON7+. According to the gel mobility
assay (Figure 5) multistranded species with retardation
slower than the 40-mer component of the ladder were
observed in addition to the band(s) migrating at the
level of dT20–dT30 (ON10–ON14, ON16). It is interesting
to note that removal of the DMT group had a significant
effect only on the mobility of ON13 (dimeric complex was
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Figure 3. CD spectra of compounds ON1–ON6, all possess 50-O-DMT group except ON4.
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observed). This might mean that the presence of the lipo-
philic moiety at the 50-end is important not only because it
leads to the formation of multistranded G-quadruplexes
but also because it might result in crucial interactions with
a viral glycoprotein. For the most active compound ON15
we observed a poorly visible smear of bands above dT40

with some species present around dT15. When more
concentrated samples were run on the native gel we
observed a considerable amount of oligonucleotides that
did not penetrate into the gel (data not shown). This
suggests that DMT-on ON15 exists in equilibria of
multiple high-order structures and some of them show
very high antiviral activity. In contrast to other INA con-
taining ONs in this series the intensity of a CD spectrum
of ON15 was considerably lower, however characteristic
features of parallel stranded G-quadruplexes similar to
ON7 were present for all these sequences (ON10�ON17,
Figure 4 and Supplementary Figure S3). Thermal
denaturing profile of ON15 (Supplementary Figure S4)
has no distinctive melting point which again confirms a

presence of multiple G-quadruplexes. For ON18 a positive
peak is observed at ca. 295 nm which is indicative of an
existence of anti-parallel G-quadruplexes in the mixture
(Figure 4). We also note that for ON13–ON14 for which
INA was inserted exclusively in the middle of the
G-stretch no signs of an anti-parallel quadruplex forma-
tion were observed. For several compounds (ONs 11,
13,15,19,21,23) a weak Cotton signal derived from the
pyrene moiety was detected in the region of 340–380 nm
(Supplementary Figure S3). The T1/2 values of INA con-
taining sequences were not as high as for LNA-modified
17-mers, i.e 54�C (ON10), 53�C (ON14), 68�C (ON17,
Supplementary Figure S4). Sequence ON17 possessing
INA moieties at the 30- and 50-ends without 50-O-DMT
group did not show signs of the formation of
multistranded species on the native gel, the major band
migrated between the 25- and 30-mers of the ladder and
even though 89% inhibition efficiency was observed. This
is quite an interesting result, suggesting that anti-HIV-1
activity can be accomplished by different quadruplex
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Figure 4. CD spectra of compounds ON7–ON10, ON18 and ON26, all possess 50-O-DMT group.
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structures and hence, does not depend heavily on a certain
conformation.

In continuation of our study we tried to combine the
design of active and inactive LNA and INA containing
sequences based on T30177 (ON19–ON23).
Unfortunately, despite the formation of G-quadruplexes,
including the appearance of multistranded species on the
native gel, and high thermal stability (as for ON20,
Supplementary Figure S4) only one sequence showed a
substantial antiviral activity (ON23). Apparently, its
activity is due to internal insertion of INA moieties as in
the sequence ON11 and not substitution of terminal nu-
cleotides by LNA nucleotides, as in ON24. Compounds
ON19–ON21 in which LNA and INA were mixed in
internal positions of the 17-mer sequence and ON5 and
showed no activity. This indicates that the flexibility is lost
for allowing the formation of antiviral quadruplexes.

Introduction of the third P in the middle of the 17-mer
(ON18) prevented formation of the G-quadruplex
observed for ON11 (the major band on the gel migrated
below the 15-mer component of the ladder) and loss of
antiviral activity was observed. It is interesting to note a
difference for ON25, ON26 in which INA was substituted
by TINA moiety with the initial compounds ON11 and
ON18. Activity of ON11 was maintained in ON25 though
less distinct bands were observed for ON25 on the native
gel (Figure 5). In contrast to ON18 three TINA insertions
led to an active compound (ON26, 78%) that migrated

differently on the gel, i.e. a discrete band corresponding
to the dimeric complex was observed in addition to some
slower moving bands. CD spectra for ON18 and ON26,
though of low intensity, were not significantly different
(Figure 4); both of them showed several peaks with
positive ellipticity at 260 and 295 nm suggesting a
mixture of parallel and anti-parallel G-stretches in
quadruplexes. These results emphasise the difference in
activity and topology that might be obtained upon inser-
tion of structurally very similar intercalating units in
G-quadruplexes. Further discussion of the impact of
LNA and INA/TINA insertions on the T30177
G-quadruplex structure needs the availability of well
defined G-quadruplex structures.

DISCUSSION

One of the most challenging and yet fascinating features of
G-quadruplexes is the very low predictability of folding
topology and molecularity (48) which is affected upon
perturbation of the system by chemical modifications.
We decided several years ago to investigate the impact
of LNA and INA modifications on anti-HIV-1 activity
of two sequences, the 6-mer Hotoda’s sequence and the
phosphodiester analogue of T30177. Our data show that
anti-HIV activity of the original Hotoda’s sequence pos-
sessing 50-O-DMT group can be further improved by in-
corporation of LNA or TINA moieties. Significantly

Figure 5. (A–C) Nondenaturing 20% polyacrylamide gel, RPMI 1640 buffer (also used for the running buffer) run at 37�C. 50-O-DMT-on com-
pounds are marked as +, DMT-off as �. DNA ladder is composed of oligothymidylates of different length as indicated on each picture.
(D) Non-denaturing 20% polyacrylamide gel, 1�TBE supplemented with 10mM KCl (also used for the running buffer) run for 4.5 h at 10W at
37�C.
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higher thermal stability, faster association and higher in-
hibition efficiency were observed for G-quadruplexes pos-
sessing G-LNAs (ON2 and ON3) in comparison with the
reference ON1. Improved anti-HIV-1 activity of the TINA
containing sequence ON6 could be related to the forma-
tion of multiple G-quadruplex species, which could be
quickly formed and also be stable in physiological
conditions.
As a stepping stone for the design of LNA substitutions

in the T30177 17-mer sequence we used an earlier
proposed NMR structure, which was described as an
anti-parallel unimolecular G-quadruplex similar to the
dTBA motif (Figure 1D). Because G-LNA prefers the
anti conformation around the glycosidic bond, we
placed G-LNAs in those positions corresponding to an
anti configuration in the supposed anti-parallel
G-quadruplex structure, hence compatible with the
native structure so that the more stable G-quadruplex
should have been formed (sequence ON8). We have also
placed G-LNAs in the opposite (‘wrong’) positions where
LNA puckering would be incompatible with the anti con-
formation (ON9). In this case, we aimed to destroy for-
mation of G-quadruplexes. Moreover, INA monomers
and, later, TINA monomers were incorporated in differ-
ent positions in G-stretches so as to be placed at the top,
bottom or between G-tetrads of the supposed anti-parallel
G-quadruplex. It soon became obvious that the structure
of T30177, its analogues T30695, T30923 and our own
sequences do not match with the structure proposed in
early reports (38,49,50). According to CD spectra
(Figure 4 and Supplementary Figure S3), three insertions
of INA or TINA (ON18, ON22 and ON26) were required
in order to induce formation of a substantial amount of an
anti-parallel G-quadruplex.
Several research groups (9,51,52) has also pointed out

the discrepancy between CD profiles recorded for T30177,
T30695 (38), their phosphodiester analogues (9,51) and
an anti-parallel topology suggested earlier by nuclear
magnetic resonance, NMR (20,38,49,53) (Figure 1D).
For anti-parallel G-quadruplexes one can expect to see a
positive ellipticity maximum at 295 nm and a negative
minimum at 265 nm. Instead CD spectra showed a
positive peak at 263 nm and a negative minimum at
240 nm which is characteristic for parallel stranded
G-quadruplexes (54–56). This empirical interpretation of
CD spectra associated with the relative orientation of
strands is an oversimplification (57); however it can be
applied for G-quadruplexes composed of unmodified
guanosines. These sequences were also found to inhibit
HIV integrase (19,20,39,53). Another inhibitor of HIV-1
integrase, the 16-mer G-rich sequence d(GGGGTGGGA
GGAGGGT), designated 93del, was studied by NMR and
was found to form an inter-locked dimer with parallel
orientation of G-stretches (52) and an inner tetrad
having a mixture of 3 anti and one syn guanine bases.
The CD spectrum of 93del had a positive peak at
260 nm and small positive peak at ca. 295 nm, which is
probably due to the mixed anti–syn tetrad. Recently, the
dimeric structure for T30923 was confirmed by NMR (58),
and ESI-MS provided evidence of dimeric
G-quadruplexes formation for T30923 and the

phosphodiester analogue of T30177 in ammonium
acetate solutions (45,46). Based on retardation of ON7�

on the native gel shown in the present work and literature
reports discussed above we argue that the unmodified
DMT-off sequence ON7, which is a reference compound
in our study, forms a parallel dimeric G-quadruplex. This
also means that dGs prefer anti conformation of the glyco-
sidic angles in the native structure. Therefore, substitution
of dG by G-LNA should lead to similar folding and a
more stable quadruplex structure and consequently to an
anti-HIV-1 active compound. We also used intercalating
moieties in the structure of ON7, given the ability of
INA/TINA to stabilize G-quadruplexes via stacking inter-
actions with G4-tetrads (35,59).

Clearly the molecularity of G-quadruplexes based on
the sequence of ON7� is highly susceptible to changes as
a result of chemical modifications. Our experiment shows
that 50-phosphate capping can prevent dimerisation not
only tetramolecular quadruplexes as it has been
demonstrated for d(G5CTA) (60) but also unimolecular
quadruplexes if their sequences possess guanosine(s) at
the 50-end. It also means that the commonly used enzym-
atic introduction of the P32 as a 50-phosphate for visual-
ization of G-quadruplexes on a native gel can lead to the
incorrect conclusion about molecularity of these
complexes, which happened for T30177 at the time of
their first structural analysis in 19900s. Other methods,
such as staining of gels with stains-all, gel filtration chro-
matography (61) or ESI-MS should be used for stoichi-
ometry determination of G-quadruplexes in solution.
It seems that it is a general feature of many
G-quadruplexes to form dimeric or multimeric structures
(60,62–68). Capping of sequences possessing guanosine(s)
at 30- or 50-ends by a phosphate (60) or thymidine (64,66)
prevents dimerisation or oligomerization of
G-quadruplexes. From that point of view the phospho-
diester analogue of T30177 (ON7�) is an important
example for researchers dealing with biologically active
G-quadruplexes, showing how commonly used techniques
can lead to incorrect interpretation of the structure.

Anti-HIV-1 activity accompanied with the formation of
multimeric complexes is one of the most striking observa-
tions for the following sequences: ON8+, INA/TINA con-
taining sequences ON10–ON16, ON25, ON26 and even
for reference sequences ON1 and ON7 possessing 50-O-
DMT group. We cannot completely eliminate the likeli-
hood of small amounts of impurities being responsible for
formation of slow-moving bands on the native gel.
However, the existence of complexes composed of pre-
sumably three- or four 17-mer strands for several active
sequences, including INA containing compounds, might
indicate that these high-order structures can account for
increased antiviral activity, especially for the sequence
ON8+. Multi-stranded species are usually formed at rela-
tively high concentrations. Once they are formed, dilution
of the samples does not considerably change the ratio of
these species in solution. Since all the sequences were
obtained as ammonium salts, which triggers the formation
of G-quadruplexes, and were tested in HIV assay by
several dilutions of stock solutions we assume that
multi-stranded species visible on the native gel were
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present during evaluation of antiviral activity (see
Supplementary Figure S6).

We assume that the preliminary target for the formed
G-quadruplexes was the V3 loop of the envelope viral
glycoprotein gp120 as has been shown earlier (12–14).
This might mean that multimeric species, especially
those ones formed by ON8+, fit better within the glyco-
protein structure as hence new drugs should be designed
with these properties leading to better inhibition effi-
ciency. Aromatic moieties were found to be essential for
activity, which was earlier observed for Hotoda’s sequence
(15). The effect of lipophilic moieties can be ascribed to
increased thermal stability, faster association of
G-quadruplexes, facilitation of aggregation (formation
of multimeric species) or non-specific interactions with
glycoproteins in the active site.

Large aromatic molecules might play a significant role
in a G-quadruplex aggregation. In this work, we have seen
that the DMT-group triggers formation of more complex
quadruplexes: ON7+ versus ON7�, ON8+ versus ON8�,
ON13+ versus ON13� (Figure 5). Aggregate formation is
a well established fact for duplexes possessing organic
chromophores like porphyrins (69,70) and perylenes
(71,72) at 50 termini. Consequently, aggregation driven
by the DMT-group can be expected for G-quadruplexes.
It is important to mention that pyrene-containing G-rich
sequences did not show higher cytotoxicity than native
and LNA modified quadruplexes. The use of intercalating
moieties not only INA and TINA should be encouraged in
the screening of already known G-quadruplexes or G-rich
aptamers in order, either to find out those species respon-
sible for the activity, or to discover more active and se-
lective G-quadruplexes. As we have demonstrated in this
article, one can envisage an opportunity in synthesizing a
library of QFOs by encompassing LNA or INA/TINA
monomers in biologically active ONs with G-rich se-
quences where the secondary structure is still unknown.
We believe that this approach will be applied more often
in future and we will see more G-quadruplex structures
revised and revisited. Altogether these findings expand our
knowledge about anti-HIV-1 G-quadruplexes; their modi-
fications with LNA, INA/TINA; and can be useful in the
molecular engineering of novel modified G-rich oligo-
nucleotides with improved biological activity.
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